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HIGH-ORDER SUM AND DIFFERENCE-FREQUENCY
GENERATION IN HELIUM

JohnICCraneandMichaelD.Perry

LaserProgram,P.O.Box 808,L-493
LawrenceLivcrmorcNationalLaboratory
Livermorc,California94550

INTRODUCTION

High-orderharmonicgenerationprovidesa new methodforgeneratingcoherent,

XUV radiation.l,2Theseharmonicsarecharacterize_bya rapid,pcrmrbativedropatlow

orders,followedbya broadplateauextendingtophotonenergiesof150eV inthelighter,

raregasatoms.3,4An experimentallyobservedlimitcoincideswiththetheoreticallimitfor

harmonicgenerationinneutralatomsgivenby theexpressionEc(eV)=IP(0)+3Up(1)5,

whereEc isthecnergycutoffoftheharmonicplateau,IP(0)isthefield-freeionization

potentialandUp istheelectronquiverenergyatthemaximum intensity,I,sccnbytheatom.

As partofa broadefforttodevelopthistechniqueintoa generalpurpose,XUV sourcc,

extensiveworktounderstandthephase-matchingbctwccntheharmonicanddrivingfields,

and theresultingeffecton theconversionefficiency,angulardistributionand spectral

brightnesshasbccnundertakenatseverallaboratories.6-8Nevertheless,certainaspcctsofthe

harmonicallygcncratcdradiationsuchasthepolarization,relativcstrengthof a given

harmonic,and theplateauextent,aredefinedby thesingleatom-fieldinteraction.

Specifically,thesingle-atomharmonicspectrumisdctcrmincdprimarilybytheinteractionof

adriven,quasi-freeelectronwiththeatomicpotential.Usingtwo,independentfieldsonecan



affect the electron motion by controlling the relative strength, polarization, and phase of the

fields and alter the harmonic spectrum.

In this paper we discuss initial, two-color experiments where we drive the atom with 2
two fields of different, but related frequencies: 1053 nm (10_)and 526 nm (2c0). In addition

to the high-order, odd harmonics, we observe sets of three additional'peaks that we attribute

to sum and difference-frequency generation between the two fields. By controlling the

relative polarization between the two fields we can control the relative strength of the

harmonic and mixing components, as well as the pol_zation of the output XUV photon.

Previous work on the interaction between intense, two-color radiation and atoms has

concentrated on the influence of the relative phase of the fields on the ionization rate and

electron spectrum. Muller et al.9 investigated above-threshold ionization (ATI) in krypton

produced from two-color illumination by intense (1013 W/era 2) 1064 and 532 nm laser

pulses. They observed some additional structure in the ATI spectrum when the two fields

were present with their relative polarization parallel. Several groups have examinedl0, II

multiphoton ionization using two-color excitation and have shown that the relative phase
between the two fields affects the ionization rate. Schafer and Kulander 10 also described

calculated harmonic spectra from two-color illumination that contain both odd and even

orders. In addition, much attention has been focused recently on manipulating chemical

reactions and molecular dynamics by controlling the phase of the coherent field driving the

int_tction 12.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

Our laser is a neodymium:glass system 13that can deliver up to 8 Joules of 1053 nm

radiation in a 800 femtosecond pulse. The laser is sent into a vacuum chamber, as shown in

figure 1, and focused immediately below the output of a high-pressure (up to 1500 psi)

pulsed valve equipped with a supersonic (Mach 8) nozzle that can produce densities in excess

of 1019 atoms/cm3.14 Light created in the interaction region is collected by a grazing

incidence, x-ray spectrometer and imaged onto the input photocathode of an x-ray streak

camera. The spectrometer-streak camera combination produces time-resolved, single-shot

spectra covering a 20 nm range, allowing us to separate the high-order harmonics from the

spontaneous emission produced in the plasma 15



We frequency double the 1053 nm laser light (leo) with a thin (4 ram) KD*P crystal

that is cut for type I phase matching. Although the laser can produce up to 4 Joules of

frequency-doubled light, we operated with 1.5 Joules of 1053 nm light input to produce 300 3

mJ output at 526 nm (2co).The laser light is focused into the vacuum chamber with a single

element, fused silica, aspheric lens that has a 200 cm focal length at 1053 nm. Chromatic

dispersion in the lens causes the 526 nm light to focus 5 cm before the 1053 nm light. In

these experiments we placed the gas jet at the focus of the 20_beam. We operated with 200-

300 mJ of 2o_light focused to a 50 lain waist (diameter at lie2 value in intensity) and a 600

femtosecond pulse width _), measured with a single-shot autoeorrelator. The peak

intensity based on these parameters is 5x1016 W/cm2. This value is confirmed by observing

fluorescence from Ar VIII transitions which occur only above 3x1016 W/cm2.* The beam

diameter of the 1colight at the gas nozzle is 1.0 mm with a corresponding peak intensity at the

jet of 6x1013 W/cm2 in an 800 femtosecond pulse.

A temporal walkoff between the lo_and 2c0pulses occurs because of the difference in

group velocity between the two pulses propagating in the fused silica lens and the KD*P

doubling crystal. We use this temporal walkoff as a means of varying the overlap between

the two colors. We calculate a walkoff parameter, d12=(vg(lco))-l-(vg(2co))'l=0.79 psec/crn,

in fused silica. The combination of the focusing lens and doubling crystal separate the pulses

by approximately 0.8 psec. To further separate the pulses we add a 15 mm optical flat, so

that the combined effect of the two pieces of fused silica plus KD*P crystal produces a 2.0

psec time separation between the peak of the two pulses. Figures 2a and 2b shows the

temporal relationship between the two pulses for the two different cases. Since the intensity

of the 2c0 pulse is many times our measured saturation intensity for ionization of neutral

helium (6.5x1014 W/cm2) 16, the harmonics are produced during the rising edge of the 2co

pulse. Although the peak intensity of the 2cofield is 3x1016 W/cm 2, essentially all harmonic

production from neutral helium will occur below lxl015 W/cm 2. This intensity occurs

approximately 0.8 psec before the peak of the 2_ pulse, nearly coincident with the peak of

the lo_ pulse with only the group delay of the lens and the KD*P present. When the extra 15

mm fused silica optic is added the total delay is 2.0 psec and the leo peak coincides with a 2co

*WecalculatedtheappearanceirradianceforAt"VIIIlinesusingthetunnelingionizationformalismdescribed
by M. V.Ammosov,N. B. Delone,and V.P. Krainov,Sov.Phys.JETP. 64:1191(1986).



intensity less than lxl012 W/cm 2, well below the intensity for harmonic production in

helium. 4
We use a type I doubling crystal to convert the 1053 nm light to 526 nm. The

frequency-doubled field is orthogonally polarized with respect to the fundamental (1¢_),

however we can rotate the polarization of the lo_ field after doubling using a half-wave plate

with little effect on the 2co polarization. We use the half-wave plate to continuously varythe

angle between the polarization of the two colors in our experiments.

RESULTS

Sum and Difference Frequency Generation

We measured the harmonic spectrum at various laser irradiances for the following four

cases: (a) 2x0onl_ (b) 1_ only; (c) l_+2x0 without the 15 mm optical fiat; and (d) leo and 2x.o

with the optical fiat. By measuring the spectrum with and without the optical fiat, we could

insure that everything was held constant, except the temporal overlap between the pulses. In

figure 3 we display the spectra for three of the four cases. Figure 3a shows the harmonic

spectrum produced when only 2o_ is focused into the chamber ( 1¢0is blocked by a thin

absorbing filter placed after the doubling crystal). In this figure, we show the region covering

34 to 69 eV. The 15-27 odd harmonics are observed in first order along with weaker second

order peaks at the 29th and 31st harmonics at this spectrometer setting (the spectrum extends

up to the 35th harmonic of the 526 nm light).This result is identical to our previously

reported results. 16 In the second case, we send only lo3 light into the chamber (detune or

remove the doubling crystal) and observe no harmonics. The absence of odd harmonics of

lc0 light is not surprising at this intensity (6xl013 W/crn2), which is an order of magnitude

below the intensity where we normally observe harmonics in this spectral range (29th-55th of

lo_)16.We do not show this null result. Figure 3b shows the third case where both colors are

sent into the chamber, separated by 800 femtoseconds. Again we observe the odd harmonics

of 20_, however, between pairs of 2_ harmonics we observe three additional peaks. This

pattern repeats itself throughout the range of observed 2c0odd harmonics, extending to the

plateau cutoff. In the final case, shown in figure 3c, we place the additional 15 mm optical

fiat in the beam, separating the two colors in time by 2.0 psec. The result is identical to figure



3a- odd harmonics of 2coonly. We repeated this sequence of four experiments throughout the

spectral range of our spectrometer, spanning the region from the 11th harmonic of 2co (26

eV) to beyond the cutoff for 2c0 harmonics (35th order at 83 eV), observing the same result 5

as that shown in figure 3.

Of the three secondary peaks in between the usual odd harmonics of the 526 nm field,

we concentrate first on those centered between the odd harmonies. These peaks appear at

even multiples of the 526 rim field. Upon initial inspection, we would label these as the 18th,

20th, 22nd, etc. harmonics of the 2co field. These even harmonies can only be produced by

breaking the symmetry of the light-atom Hamiltonian, e.g. with a second field. Alternatively,

a sum-frequency mechanism can be used to explain the peaks that appear at even multiples of

the 526 nm field. In this case, an odd number of 2o_ photons combine with two lc0 photons

to produce a single photon with an energy equal to an even multiple of a 2cophoton. This

mechanism is fully dipole allowed and the overall harmonic order is still odd. It is only the

energy of the photon which makes it appear as an even harmonic. Clearly, harmonics

produced by this sum frequency mechanism are only produced when both the 1coand 2co

fields are present.

The secondary peaks on either side of the principal odd harmonics (qco) of the 2co !

field have an energy equal to odd multiples of the lco field. However, these are not leo

harmonies in the usual sense as they only appear when both fields are present. In this ease,

the emission results from either sum or difference-frequency generation with an even number

(q+ 1) of 2cophotons. The peak just below the qth odd harmonic is formed by the absorption

of q-lphotons of the strong 20ofield plus one additional Icophoton. The peak just above the

qth odd harmonic is formed by the absorption of q+l photons minus a single lc0 photon.

Figure 4 is an expansion of the portion of figure 3b that spans the 17th through 21st

harmonics of 526 nm with the various peaks labeled as described in the previous text. Higher

order processes that are degenerate with the three lowest order schemes are also possible and

likely as the intensity of the lc0 field is increased. For example we indicate that the ladder

[q+l](2c0)-(lco), which contains 21 photons (20-2o) photons minus one lo_ photon), is

responsible for the peak at 45.9 eV. This scheme is degenerate with [q-1 ](2co)+3(1co); both

involve 21 photons for the excitation and are dipole allowed. We do not believe these higher

order diagrams in the 1cofield are contributing significantly at the 1coirradiance used here.

This is based on the fact that the peak which definitely contains two lo_ photons is

significantly lower than the peaks which contain only a single lc0 photon.
|



Polarizations effects

Figure 5a shows a harmonic spectra for the case where the two driving fields are 6
orthogonal to each other. There appears to be a consistent relationship among the three sets of

peaks. The odd harmonics of 2¢0are the strongest -an order of magnitude larger than the even

harmonicpeaks.The two sum anddifference-frequencypeaksthatlietoeithersideofthe

evenharmonicpeaksarc2-5timesweakerthantheoddharmonicpeaks,butconsistently

strongerthantheevenharmonicpeaks.Infigure5bwe showasimilarspectrumforthecase

thattheleopolarizationwasrotatedafterdoublingtoalignitwiththe20)polarization,i.e.the

10)and20)polarizationsareparallel.Now allthreesetsofpeaksarccomparableinrelative

strength.We havealsorotatedthepolarizationofthelcofieldtointermediateanglesbetween

thesetwo extremesand observethattherelativeintensitiesofthesetsofpeakscan be

controlledbythismethod.Bcckcret.al.17recentlyshowedthatbyusingcircularlypolarized

lightforthetwo-colorscertainsetsofpeakscanbesuppressedcompletely.

Althoughitmay bepossibletod_tcrminethepolarizationoftheoutputXLW photons,

itisnota trivialmeasurementtomakeusingstandardopticaltechniques.Howeverbyusing

some simplediagramswe ca.showtherelationshipbetweenthepolarizationoftheoutput

XUV photonandtherelativepolarizationoftheIc0and2¢0fields.Forthecasewhereboth

inputfieldsarelinearlypolarizedalongthesame axis,ther_willbe no changeinthe

orientationbetweenthegroundandfinalstates(Am=0,wherem arethemagneticsublevels),

andthepolarizationof theoutput,XUV photonwillbc linearandparalleltotheinput

polarizations.Wc can explainthesum anddifference-frequencypeaksfororthogonally

polarize_fieldsbyaseriesof dipoleallowedtransitions.Forthecvcnharmonicswe addtwo

It0photonstoan odd numberof2cophotonsasdescribedintheprevioussection.The

orthogonalfield(leo)canbeexpressedasa linearsum ofrightandleft-handcircularly

polarizedlightusingthehelicitybasisset.Inthiscaseatwo-photontransitioncanproducea

netchangeinangularmomentum,Am=0, wherethef'h-stphotoncausesaAm----__ltransition

andthesecondphoton,Am---+I,asshowninfigure6a.Thissum-frequencymechanismis

fullydipoleallowedwithtwofieldsoforthogonallinearpolarization.The two peakson

eithersideoftheharmonicfrequencies(eithercvcnorodd)arcproducedby adding(sum-

frequencygeneration)orsubtracting(difference-frequencygeneration)a single,leophotonto

ancvcnnumberof200photons.SincetheIcofieldispolarizedorthogonallytothe2cofield,

theupperstatewillbca coherentsupcrpositionofAm----__1statesasshowninfigure6b.This

lastexamplesuggeststhatbyadding(orsubtracting)acircularlypolarized,Icophoton,the
!



final state will be either Am =+1 or -1 with respect to the ground state, and the output XUV

photon will be circularly polarized. Therefore, by controlling the polarization of the two input

fields it may be possible to produce XUV photons of any desired polarization, as well as 7

control the relative strength of thesum and difference-frequency components.

g

Role of relative intensity, phase, and polarization on plateau extension

In the tunnelling limit where y2=IP/2Up <<1, the harmonic spectra is primarily the

result of the field-driven, quasi-free electron interacting with the ion core potential; 18

consequently, high-order harmonic generation, as well as ATI, can be described

classically.l$,19 In this approach, an ensemble of electrons is launched at phases of the laser

field determined by the probablilty for ionization. The trajectory of the electron then

determinesthe probability for harmonicemission by scattering from the core potential. These

models arc successful at predicting the energy spectrum and cutoff of high-order harmonic

generation and ATI when a single field drives the electron. To see how the electron dynamics

is affected by two independent fields we derived expressions for the velocity, displacement,

and instantaneous kinetic energy starting from the Lorentz force equation. We consider the

two simplest cases of parallel andperpendicular polarization for the two fields and write the

equations for the instantaneous kinetic energy, T(t). For lo) perpendicular to 200,

T(t) = 2Up((O){sinot-sin(oto }2 + 2Up(2(o) {sin(2(ot+_)-sin(200to+_))}2, (1)

and for leo parallel to 2o_,

T(t) ---2Up(cO){sinc0t-sin_to }2+ 2Up(2to) {sin(2ot+_)-sin(2cot0+_) }2+

2Up(¢0)[I(2co)/I(1co)]1/2{sint_t-sintot0 }{sin(2ot+_)-sin(203t0+_) }. (2)

In these expressions Up is the time-averaged quiver energy evaluated at the laser intensity, I,

is the relative phase between the two fields, and tOis initial time at which the electron is

born. Note the additional interference term when the fields are parallel polarized. Consider an

example where the 1o and 2(o fields are of equal intensity, corresponding to the saturation

, field strength in helium fora 1 ps pulse (I(lo) = 1(2(o) = 1.6X1014 W/cm 2 for leo II2(o) and

(I(lt.o) = I(2c0) = 3.2X1014 W/cm 2 for lo31_ 2o)). For an electron born at the peak intensity,

o i.e. tO=0, the.quiver energy ranges from 66 to 196 eV for orthogonal polarization, depending



on the phase angle. For parallel polarization the maximum quiver energy range is 48 to 58

eV. In both cases, the harmonic cutoff is pushed beyond that which would be obtained from

either field independently at these intensities. However, when compared to the cutoff of the 8
single, long wavelength (lto) field at the saturation strength (6.4X1014 W/cm2), the

extension of the cutoff associated with mixed fields is not significant. "
t

CONCLUSIONS

We reportthe observation of high-order, sum anddifference-frequency generation in

helium. We produce these high-order frequencies as well as the usual odd harmonics by

mixing two-colors, 526 nm and 1053 nm, in the high density output of a pulsed supersonic

nozzle. What appear as even harmonics can be explained by sum-frequency generation

between the two fields. The relative strength and polarization of these different, XUV mixing

products is dependent on the relative polarization between the two fields yielding a form of

coherent control. As shown in the two-color work on multiphoton ionization9-11, further

control may be possible via the relative phase and strength of the two fields.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

11
) Figure 1. Experimental apparatus for producing and d_tecting short-pulse XUV radiation.

Figurv 2. a) Temporal relationship between 1_ and 2¢.0pulses where the group delay is

produced by the lens and KD*P crystal, b) Additional delay produced by 15 mm thick fused

silica optical fiat.

Figure 3. a) Harmonic spectrum with 2o field only shows the odd harmonics 15-27. b)

Spectrum from two-color excitation, where the 1coand 2o fields are orthogonally polarized

and separated in time by 800 fs as shown in figure 2a. c) Spectrum with two-colors separated

in time by 2.0 ps as shown in figure 2b.

Figure 4. Enlargement of a portion of the spectrum from figure 3b showing the sum and

difference-frequency peaks labelled according to the description given in the text.

Figure 5. a) Spectrum of harmonic and sum and difference-frequency peaks where the

polarizations of the lo_and 2codriving fields are perpendicular, b) Spectrum generated by the

two-colors polarized parallel with respect to each other.

Figure 6. a) Excitation ladder for two, orthogonally polarized fields: odd number of 2c0

photons plus 2- lo photons, b) Excitation ladder for orthogonally polarized fields: even

number of 20_photons minus a single, 1¢.0photon.
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